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Murray State's Isaiah Canaan, shown here taking it to the hoop against Southeast Missouri
State, is the most exciting player in the NCAA basketball tourney, according to a ridiculously
complex algorithm. Photo: Jeff Roberson/Associated Press
Want to know how much madness is in March Madness? There’s an app for that.
Thuuz rates every one of the 67 games in the men’s NCAA basketball tournament on a scale of
zero to 100 and communicates the score via TV, computer, phone or tablet. There’s an
algorithm behind it, of course, and Thuuz also uses it to rank teams and individual players. Its
idea of an exciting matchup may surprise you.
It’s a given that everyone will focus on the No. 1 and No. 2 seeds — fans dig teams with name
recognition — but Thuuz says the battle of the brainiacs between No. 5 Vanderbilt and No. 12
Harvard is the first-round game to watch.
It all comes down to the contest’s “excitement quotient,” which is off the charts.
The contest’s 90 EQ puts it firmly in “great game” territory. By the logic of the Thuuz
algorithm, any game rated 85 or higher will be great. The Vanderbilt-Harvard game has the
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highest EQ of any first-round match, edging out the Wichita State (No. 5) and VCU (No. 12)
match and its 87 EQ.
What makes Thuuz unique is a game’s EQ changes dynamically from tip-off to final buzzer.
Proprietary algorithms we don’t even pretend to understand consume buckets of play-by-play
data and spit out an ever-changing score ranking the game as dull (0-39), OK (40-64), good
(65-84) or “great” (85-100). “Classic” apparently wasn’t available.
Predictions of a game’s excitement quotient, called PreQs, add more subjective data, such as
geographical location and seeding, to suggest whether you really ought to tune in. That’s why
it should be no surprise to dedicated Tourney fans that the aforementioned No. 5-No. 12
matchups are the most highly rated by Thuuz.
As SI.com’s Andy Staples noted in a column before last year’s tournament, a No. 16 seed
hasn’t beaten a No. 1 seed since the tourney expanded to 64 teams in 1985. Thus, everyone
expects the well-known teams to survive the opening round. Where’s the excitement in that?
However, No. 12 seeds have beaten No. 5 seeds 36 times since 1985. We saw it as recently as
last year. The difference in seeding is big enough that a win by the No. 12 seed feels like an
upset, even if the two teams are fairly evenly matched. Hence, the higher EQ.
This being basketball, there are 10 guys on the court at any given time. Thuuz measures their
EQs using highlight-worthy plays, stats, records and so forth. Murray State’s Isaiah Canaan
(pictured) was named this year’s most exciting tournament player, nabbing a 66.8 EQ. The
6-foot junior guard’s 19.2 scoring average doesn’t hurt. Neither do a couple of dominant
performances this season.
Thuuz CEO Warren Packard said in an email that Canaan benefited greatly from the 35 points
he dropped in an 87-75 victory over Austin Peay on January 7. His 31-point performance in a
72-68 win against Tennessee State on February 9 also helped. Packard said Murray State’s
dependence on Canaan enhanced his value over, say, Kentucky’s standout freshman center
Anthony Davis, who has top-flight teammates.
“Both players are clearly exemplary and exciting to watch,” Packard said. “Canaan simply had
more opportunity to stand out individually.”
Of course teams also get an EQs. Duke’s 67.5 makes it the most exciting team ahead of the
tournament. Makes sense, given Duke’s rank and the love-hate relationship the school holds
with most fans. Duke’s buzzer-beating 85-84 victory over rival North Carolina on February 8
helped its EQ, as well.
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